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OFF ROAD SERIES - ROUND 11 
Sunday 9th October 2011 

  

MID ESSEX RADIO CAR CLUB 

Was the Meeting in grave danger of being cancelled? Were the weather-forecasters going to be 
correct? When people looked out of their window were many of them going to trust our optimism in 
Braxted and turn up? I must admit that when I left home I was (slightly) pessimistic and even more so 
when I arrived at Braxted.  
Michael and Ben Spindley were already there and they assured me that the rain would clear by 10am, 
according to the local weather reports! The rain varied from drizzle to more prolonged bursts at times, 
but drivers started to arrive. The track was very wet and water had begun to pool in places. We had to 
be optimistic and hope that the Braxted ‘micro-climate’ ensured that the weather would ultimately be 
on our side. We waited until 9am, when the rain stopped and the water started to drain away. 

Race Results 

Race Report 

Final 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place 

Nitro Finals  

‘A’ Nitro Kristian Gibbs Deane Linan             David Brazington        

‘B’ Nitro Mark Everitt               Morgan Wakeling      Jai Jhita           

Electric Finals 

2wd Electric Tony Price                   William Innocent        Ben Spindley                

1/10th SCT Danny Conway          Michael Spindley       Mark Everitt                 

4wd Electric Michael Spindley      Danny Conway       Craig Fisher                
 

FTQ Nitros Kristian Gibbs           10/360.62 (Round 3)  

FTQ 2wd Electric William Innocent         8/339.99 (Round 4)  

FTQ SCT Danny Conway             8/300.14 (Round 3) 

FTQ 4wd Electric Danny Conway             9/333.48 (Round 4)  
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By this time we had plenty of drivers in evidence and a willing band of volunteers laid out a superb 
track design, which included all the fixed features and ‘cross-over’ bridge. Clockwise-running was to 
be the order of the day, and maximum use of the track area was made. In spite of the initial delay, the 
Meeting commenced only 30 minutes later than usual. Nitros, 2wd and 4wd Electric Buggies, and 
Short-Course Trucks comprised the line-up and 4 Qualifying Rounds and Finals were what we would 
be aiming for. 
The ‘Hair-Dryers’ were sent out to practice first, which helped to dry the track and carve out some 
racing lines. It was felt appropriate to start with the Nitro heats, and Kristian Gibbs set the target in 
Heat 1 with 9 laps. In Heat 2, Deane Linan had a good drive to win with 9 laps - 9 seconds behind 
Kristian’s time. William Innocent led the 2wd Electrics in Heat 3 with 7 laps, winning by over 30 
seconds. Heat 4 saw Danny Conway lead the Short-Course Trucks with 8 laps, 5 seconds ahead of 
Michael Spindley. The next heat of 4wd Electrics completed Round 1, with David Brazington coming 
home 3 seconds ahead of Michael Spindley. 
By Round 2 the clouds were clearing, no more rain had fallen, the sun had begun to shine, and the 
track was drying out nicely! Things were now looking good! Kristian improved by a lap to again take 
TQ in Nitros, with Deane Linan only 5 seconds behind him and the only other driver on 10 laps. 
Several drivers improved in 2wd Electrics, with William Innocent holding onto TQ and knocking 3 
seconds off his previous time. Danny retained the Trucks TQ, improving by 8 seconds and leading 
the class by 11 seconds. He also brought out his ‘vintage’ Laser to win the 4wd Heat by a lap, praying 
that the (years old) drive belt would hold out! 
By Round 3 the dust was rising from the track and there was no stopping Kristian and Deane, who 
both drove superbly to improve yet again in Nitros, by 21 seconds and 20 seconds respectively, still 
being the only drivers on 10 laps! William improved his 2wd Electric time by 1 second to retain TQ, 
while Danny also improved by 1 second to remain SCT leader. Wait for it - Danny + Laser improved 
by 26 seconds to stay ahead in 4wd Electrics! Just shows what the ‘old’ cars can do in the hands of a 
good driver! 
Though there were a number of improvements in Nitros in Round 4, Kristian and Deane had to 
content themselves with their Round 3 times to stay top of the table. William was able to knock 29 
seconds off his previous best in 2wd Electrics with a very consistent drive to retain TQ, 1 lap ahead. 
Danny improved by a lap in the SCTs, as did Michael Spindley, with both finishing on 9 laps. 
Though Danny couldn’t go any quicker with the Laser he still held onto TQ in 4wd Electrics by 13 
seconds from Michael. 
It had been a great day so far, and  more excitement was to come in the Finals. Although some Series 
Championship places were already earmarked, others were dependent on Finals results.  

 

Race Report (Continued) 
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First up was the 2wd Electric Final with Tony Price, William Innocent, and Ben Spindley battling it 
out at the front. Tony ultimately won by 5 seconds from William, with Ben just 5 seconds behind. 
The 4wd Electric Final was won by Michael Spindley after a long 2nd lap by Danny. 
The Nitro Finals ran next, with Kristian being chased very hard by Deane in the ‘A’. A long lap by 
Deane half-way through gave Kristian the opportunity to increase his lead to produce a very 
convincing win, with full credit to both drivers. The ‘B’ Nitro was won by Mark Everett (Question: 
Why wasn’t he in the ’A’?  Answer: He had been having a lousy day!), with Morgan Wakeling 
coming in second. Last Final of the day was the Trucks, won by Danny by a lap from Michael.  
The points were quickly worked out and the trophies for Round 11 and the Series Championship were 
presented. Michael Spindley won the Championship in both the 2wd and 4wd Electric Classes, while 
Danny Conway won the Nitro Championship. Both drivers also produced the most FTQ’s in these 
classes. Congratulations to them, and to the others who finished 2nd and 3rd. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keith Wright 
Chairman, MERCC 
www.mercc.org.uk 
www.facebook.com/merccuk 
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